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ABSTRACT
Dynamical prediction systems have shown potential to meet the emerging need for seasonal forecasts of
regional Arctic sea ice. Observationally constrained initial conditions are a key source of skill for these
predictions, but the direct influence of different observation types on prediction skill has not yet been systematically investigated. In this work, we perform a hierarchy of observing system experiments with a coupled
global data assimilation and prediction system to assess the value of different classes of oceanic and atmospheric observations for seasonal sea ice predictions in the Barents Sea. We find notable skill improvements
due to the inclusion of both sea surface temperature (SST) satellite observations and subsurface conductivity–
temperature–depth (CTD) measurements. The SST data are found to provide the crucial source of interannual variability, whereas the CTD data primarily provide climatological and trend improvements.
Analysis of the Barents Sea ocean heat budget suggests that ocean heat content anomalies in this region are
driven by surface heat fluxes on seasonal time scales.

1. Introduction
Observations in the sparsely sampled polar regions
are paramount to advancing understanding of highlatitude variability and change and improving polar
predictions on time scales of days to decades. Given the
high cost and logistical barriers to collecting these
measurements, it is crucial to assess which observations
are most essential and to determine where resources
should be invested for maximum benefit. In this work,
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we consider this question from the perspective of seasonal sea ice predictions in the Barents Sea.
The sea ice cover in the Barents Sea is a dominant
contributor to winter Arctic sea ice variability and
trends (Cavalieri and Parkinson 2012) and influences
local economic activity such as fisheries, shipping, and
natural resource industries (Jung et al. 2016). These
factors have motivated a need for accurate seasonal sea
ice predictions in this region. A number of recent studies, using both statistical methods (Schlichtholz 2011;
Onarheim et al. 2015) and fully coupled dynamical
prediction systems (Krikken et al. 2016; Bushuk et al.
2017), have demonstrated that detrended Barents sea
ice extent (SIE) anomalies can be skillfully predicted up
to nine months in advance. Additionally, idealized prediction studies using a ‘‘perfect model’’ approach estimate that Barents sea ice is potentially predictable at
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lead times of 16–36 months (Koenigk and Mikolajewicz
2009; Day et al. 2014; Bushuk et al. 2019). These studies
suggest that future skill improvements are achievable;
however, they may overestimate potential skill due to
overly persistent Barents SIE anomalies (Kumar et al.
2014; Blanchard-Wrigglesworth and Bushuk 2019).
Closing this prediction skill gap requires a detailed understanding of the physical mechanisms providing predictability in the Barents Sea, and the ability to observe,
assimilate, and simulate the salient aspects of these
mechanisms.
Barents sea ice variability is driven by a multitude of
related factors, including anomalies in oceanic volume
and heat transport through the Barents Sea Opening
(BSO; Smedsrud et al. 2010; Årthun et al. 2012;
Smedsrud et al. 2013; Zhang 2015; Li et al. 2017), thermodynamic and dynamic influences of atmospheric
forcing from the North Atlantic Oscillation (Deser et al.
2000; Vinje 2001; Deser and Teng 2008), local persistence of sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies
(Blanchard-Wrigglesworth et al. 2011; Day et al. 2014;
Bushuk et al. 2015; Bushuk and Giannakis 2015;
Ordoñez et al. 2018), variability in wind-driven ice export from the central Arctic (Kwok et al. 2005; Kwok
2009), and local wind and surface heat flux (SHF)
anomalies (Sorteberg and Kvingedal 2006; Schlichtholz
and Houssais 2011). It has been long understood that the
temperature of inflowing Atlantic water through the
BSO provides an important control on the Barents
winter sea ice edge (see Fig. 59 of Helland-Hansen and
Nansen 1909). Recent studies have utilized this fact to
make skillful retrospective predictions of Barents SIE,
attributing their skill to the persistence of Barents Sea
ocean heat content (OHC) anomalies on seasonal time
scales (Schlichtholz 2011; Onarheim et al. 2015; Bushuk
et al. 2017). Schlichtholz (2011) found that a linear regression model based on summer (June–September)
subsurface ocean temperature anomalies at the BSO
could skillfully predict detrended sea ice area (SIA)
anomalies the following winter (December–March).
Using a statistical model based on winter-centered annual mean (July–June) observed BSO ocean heat
transport (OHT) and Barents SIA, Onarheim et al.
(2015) demonstrated skillful predictions, relative to a
linear trend forecast, of the following year’s SIA.
Bushuk et al. (2017) reported detrended winter Barents
SIE prediction skill at lead times of 5–9 months in a
dynamical prediction system based on a fully coupled
general circulation model (GCM), and attributed this
skill to subsurface ocean temperature initial conditions
(ICs) and storage of these OHC anomalies below the
mixed layer. Both Schlichtholz (2011) and Bushuk et al.
(2017) highlighted the fall/winter reemergence of SST
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anomalies originating the previous spring as a crucial
mechanism influencing Barents sea ice predictability.
A question that remains unclear from these studies is
the relative role of lateral OHT versus SHF anomalies in
driving Barents OHC variability, and, by extension, the
relative importance of subsurface versus surface observations for predictions of Barents sea ice. This work
provides insight into this question by directly quantifying the value of different classes of oceanic and atmospheric observations in terms of their influence on
seasonal prediction skill for sea ice. We do this by
performing a hierarchy of observing system experiments
(OSEs) with a coupled global data assimilation system,
in which certain observation types are systematically
excluded during the assimilation procedure. Initializing
retrospective predictions from these OSEs allows for a
direct assessment of the influence of various observation
types on seasonal prediction skill. This study is the first
time that an OSE methodology, which is commonly used
in the weather and seasonal forecasting community
(e.g., Bouttier and Kelly 2001; Lord et al. 2004), has been
applied to the problem of sea ice prediction. This approach reveals the key physical mechanisms underlying
Barents sea ice predictability and provides guidance for
the development of next-generation seasonal prediction
systems and future observing networks.
The plan of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents
the dynamical seasonal prediction system used in this
study, the observational datasets used for data assimilation, the experimental design of the OSEs, and our
methods for prediction skill assessment. In section 3, we
first assess the fidelity of ocean and sea ice state estimates across the OSE assimilation runs in terms of their
climatology, trends, and interannual variability. Next,
we evaluate the Barents SIE skill of retrospective seasonal predictions initialized from the OSE runs. Finally,
we consider the relative contributions of surface and
subsurface oceanic data and examine the physical mechanisms contributing to Barents sea ice predictability.
Conclusions are presented in section 4.

2. Methods
a. The GFDL seasonal prediction system
This study is based on GCM experiments performed
with the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL) Coupled Model version 2.1 (CM2.1; Delworth
et al. 2006), which has nominal horizontal resolutions of
18 latitude 3 18 longitude in the ocean and sea ice
components and 28 latitude 3 2.58 longitude in the atmosphere and land components. The CM2.1 model
forms the basis for one of the GFDL’s dynamical
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seasonal prediction systems, which contributes quasioperational seasonal forecasts to the North American
Multi-Model Ensemble (NMME; Kirtman et al. 2014).
These seasonal predictions are initialized using the
GFDL’s Ensemble Coupled Data Assimilation System
(ECDA; Zhang et al. 2007; Zhang and Rosati 2010),
which is based on the CM2.1 model and described in
the following subsection. Note that earlier studies on
regional sea ice predictions at GFDL have used the
Forecast-oriented Low Ocean Resolution model (FLOR;
Vecchi et al. 2014; Bushuk et al. 2017), which contributes
seasonal forecasts to the NMME initialized with ocean
and sea ice ICs from ECDA. We use CM2.1 for this
study because 1) this reduces the potential for initialization shocks in the OSE retrospective predictions,
as the ECDA system is based on this model; 2) CM2.1
has significantly reduced computational cost relative
to FLOR (by a factor of roughly 20); and 3) CM2.1 has
similar seasonal prediction skill to FLOR for Barents
SIE.
The sea ice component of CM2.1 is the sea ice simulator version 1 (SIS1; Delworth et al. 2006). SIS1 is a
dynamic–thermodynamic sea ice model, which uses a
modified Semtner three-layer thermodynamic scheme
with two ice layers and one snow layer (Winton 2000), a
subgrid-scale ice-thickness distribution with five thickness categories (Bitz et al. 2001), and an elastic–viscous–
plastic rheology to compute internal ice stresses (Hunke
and Dukowicz 1997). The ocean component of CM2.1 is
the Modular Ocean Model version 4 (MOM4; Griffies
2012), which employs a rescaled geopotential height
vertical coordinate (z*; Griffies et al. 2011). CM2.1 uses
50 vertical ocean levels, with layer thicknesses of 10 m in
the upper 230 m of the ocean. CM2.1’s atmospheric
component is Atmospheric Model version 2.1 (AM2.1;
Delworth et al. 2006), which uses a cubed-sphere finitevolume dynamical core with 24 vertical levels (Lin 2004;
Putman and Lin 2007).

b. The data assimilation system
The ECDA system employs an ensemble adjustment
Kalman filter methodology (EAKF; Anderson 2001)
with 12 ensemble members. The EAFK is a sequential
DA method. In the forecast step, the coupled model
ensemble is integrated forward in time, producing a
prior distribution of model states. In the analysis step,
available observations are assimilated and are used to
update the model state vector via flow-dependent covariances, which are computed using the prior distribution. The updated ensemble of model states is
referred to as the posterior distribution, and depends
on both the observational error and model error covariances. The ECDA system uses a weakly coupled
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DA approach, meaning that observations in a given
model component are used to update state variables
within that component via flow-dependent covariances,
but covariances are not computed across different
model components. The coupling in this system arises
via the use of the coupled model in the forecast step,
allowing for updates in a given model component to be
communicated to other model components via fluxes of
heat, momentum, and mass. We note that recent work
by Kimmritz et al. (2018) investigating SIC assimilation
in a perfect model framework showed that strongly
coupled DA, in which SIC observations are used to
update both sea ice and ocean temperature and salinity
states, generally outperformed a weakly coupled approach, in which only the sea ice state was directly
updated.
The ECDA system assimilates 3D atmospheric temperatures from the NCEP–DOE Atmospheric Model
Intercomparison Project (AMIP-II) reanalysis (Kanamitsu
et al. 2002), satellite SSTs from the Met Office Hadley
Centre’s sea ice and SST dataset (HadISST1; Rayner
et al. 2003) (prior to 2011) and NOAA’s daily Optimum
Interpolation SST dataset (OISST; Reynolds et al.
2007) (post 2011), and a variety of subsurface ocean
temperature and salinity (T/S) observations. The subsurface ocean observations come from the World Ocean
Database (WOD; Levitus et al. 2013), the Global
Temperature and Salinity Profile Programme (GTSPP;
Sun et al. 2010) and the Argo program (Roemmich
et al. 2004). These ocean data comprise a variety of
observation types, including profiling floats (PFL), highresolution conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD) data,
expendable bathythermographs (XBT), and ocean station data (OSD). The dominant contributions in the
Barents Sea come from OSD (low-resolution CTD and
bottle data) prior to the early 1990s and from highresolution CTD data (depth increments of less than 2 m)
after the early 1990s (see Fig. S1 in the online supplemental material; see also Abrahamsen 2014). The
ECDA system does not directly assimilate sea ice observations, but the sea ice state is constrained in the
weakly coupled assimilation procedure via fluxes from
the atmospheric and oceanic model components. Sea
ice DA is planned as future work in this system, which
was originally developed with a focus on tropical and
midlatitude applications.
ECDA uses a spatial localization of covariances in
order to restrict spurious correlations between remote
spatial locations. The localization weighting function is a
fifth-order piecewise polynomial function [Eq. (4.10) of
Gaspari and Cohn (1999)], which has a specified halfwidth parameter c, is identically zero for distances
beyond 2c, and qualitatively resembles a Gaussian
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TABLE 1. Summary of OSEs performed in this study. Hindcast period refers to the years over which seasonal retrospective predictions are
performed. Note that OSE prediction skill is evaluated over the period of 1997–2016.
Experiment name

Atmospheric 3D temp

SST

CTD

Other subsurface

Hindcast period

Control
No CTD
No subsurface
SST only
Atmosphere only
Uninitialized

✓
✓
✓
3
✓
3

✓
✓
✓
✓
3
3

✓
3
3
3
3
3

✓
✓
3
3
3
3

1981–2016
1995–2016
1995–2016
1995–2016
1995–2016
1861–2016

function. We refer to the half-width parameter c as the
localization distance.
In the ocean component, ECDA uses a horizontal
localization distance of 1000 km and a vertical localization of twice the thickness of the nearest ocean
model layer. This vertical localization means that a
given ocean observation generally influences the
nearest ocean layer and 63 layers in the vertical. SST
observations are treated identically to ocean T/S profile observations, and therefore influence the upper
four ocean layers. The ocean state vector consists of
both T and S at all depths, so both T and S are updated
given an observation of T or S. The observational errors used by ECDA are 0.58C for T and 0.1 psu for S.
The daily-mean SST data are assimilated with daily
frequency and ocean profiles are assimilated whenever
available.
In the atmospheric component, 3D reanalysis temperatures that have been regridded to the atmospheric
model grid are assimilated. A 500-km localization is
used in the horizontal and the vertical localization is
confined to the model layer of the observed quantity.
The atmospheric state vector consists of temperature
and horizontal velocities at all pressure levels. The observational atmospheric temperature error used in
ECDA is 18C. The atmospheric data are assimilated
with 6-hourly frequency.
ECDA employs a full-field initialization approach,
which aims to initialize the model close to the observed
state. This approach has the advantage of correcting
systematic model biases but the disadvantage of introducing greater initialization shock and model drift,
since the model will tend to relax to its attractor when
run in forecast mode. An alternative approach used in
other prediction systems is anomaly initialization
(Meehl et al. 2014), in which the observed anomaly is
added to the model’s climatology. This tends to result
in a more balanced initial state with less model drift,
but a larger bias. On the seasonal time scale, full-field
initialized forecasts have been shown to generally have
higher skill than anomaly-initialized forecasts (Smith
et al. 2013; Magnusson et al. 2013), whereas anomaly

initialization may offer advantages on interannual-todecadal time scales (Smith et al. 2013; Volpi et al. 2017)
but the differences are somewhat equivocal (Hazeleger
et al. 2013; Polkova et al. 2014). We assess the impact of
model drift in forecasts initialized from ECDA in
section 3b.

c. Observing System Experiments
To isolate the impact of specific observations on
Barents sea ice predictions in the GFDL prediction
system, we perform a series of OSEs. In these experiments, certain data sources are systematically excluded
during the assimilation procedure. We consider a hierarchy of six OSE assimilation runs in this study, which
are summarized in Table 1: 1) a ‘‘Control’’ run in which
all mentioned data are assimilated; 2) a ‘‘No CTD’’ run
in which CTD data are excluded; 3) a ‘‘No Subsurface’’
run in which all subsurface ocean data are excluded;
4) an ‘‘SST Only’’ run in which only SST data are assimilated; 5) an ‘‘Atmosphere Only’’ run in which only

FIG. 1. The Barents Sea domain considered in this study (blue
region). The boxed regions enclose the Atlantic water subdomain
(defined as 708–758N, 258–508E) and the Arctic water subdomain
(defined as 778–818N, 258–508E). The BSO is marked as the section
from 708 to 74.58N at 208E. Ocean bathymetry (m) is plotted in
contours.
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FIG. 2. Barents Sea JFM ocean (a)–(g) temperature and (h)–(n) salinity climatologies at 100-m depth from WOA13 observations and the
OSEs. The black contour shows the January–March (JFM) climatological sea ice edge from NSIDC observations and the OSEs. The gray
contour indicates the 18C isotherm. These climatologies are computed over the years 1997–2016. The horizontal distribution of temperature and salinity is similar at other depth levels.

atmospheric temperatures are assimilated; and 6) an
‘‘Uninitialized’’ run in which no data are assimilated.
Each of these OSE runs is forced with historical timevarying radiative conditions prior to 2005 and representative concentration pathway 4.5 (RCP4.5; Meinshausen
et al. 2011) after 2005. The No CTD, No Subsurface, SST
Only, and Atmosphere Only runs are initialized from
the Control run on 1 January 1995 and run to December
2016. These runs show signs of adjustment over the first
two years of integration. We compute all climatologies,
trends, and prediction skill metrics over the years 1997–
2016 to exclude this initial period of adjustment. The
Control run is initialized on 1 January 1960 and the
Uninitialized (historical) run is initialized on 1 January
1860. When assessing the ocean and sea ice state estimates for the OSE assimilation runs, we consider the
12-member ensemble mean. For the Uninitialized run,

we consider the ensemble mean computed over a
10-member ensemble of historical simulations. The
OSEs of this study extend and build upon an earlier set
of experiments performed with the CM2.1 prediction
system (Xue et al. 2017).

d. Prediction skill assessment
The Barents Sea domain considered in this study follows the definition of Bushuk et al. (2017), which has
approximate latitude–longitude bounds of 648–818N and
208–608E (see Fig. 1). This domain has a total area of 1.3
million km2 and contains 438 ocean model grid points
with nominal horizontal resolution of 55 km. To assess the
influence of different observation types on Barents sea ice
prediction skill, we perform suites of retrospective seasonal predictions initialized from the Control, No CTD,
No Subsurface, SST Only, and Atmosphere Only OSEs.
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For each year from 1995–2016 and each of these OSEs, we
run 10-member ensemble forecasts for one year initialized
on start dates of 1 January, 1 April, 1 July, and 1 October.
This set of retrospective predictions represents a total of
4400 years of model integration. For the Control run, the
retrospective forecasts span 1981–2016.
We assess these forecasts against monthly-averaged
passive microwave satellite SIC data from the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) processed using the
NASA Team Algorithm (dataset ID: NSIDC-0051;
Cavalieri et al. 1996). The prediction skill of SIE is assessed using the anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC)
and the normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE).
The ACC is the Pearson correlation coefficient between
the predicted and observed time series, and the NRMSE is
the root-mean-square deviation between these time series
normalized by the standard deviation of the observed time
series. We compute ACC and NRMSE using both full and
linearly detrended time series. ACC values close to one
and NRMSE values close to zero indicate a high degree of
skill, whereas an ACC value of zero and an NRMSE value
of one indicate no skill relative to a climatological reference forecast, respectively. We assess the statistical significance of our computed ACC and NRMSE values
using a bootstrapped resampling approach, in which the
prediction ensemble is repeatedly randomly sampled with
replacement in order to produce empirical distribution
estimates of the ACC and NRMSE statistics (Efron 1982).
For each computed ACC and NRMSE value, we report a
95% confidence interval based on a bootstrapped sample
of 10 000 realizations. We also assess our ocean state estimates using the World Ocean Atlas 2013 (WOA13) climatology and 3-monthly temperature and salinity datasets
(Locarnini et al. 2013; Zweng et al. 2013).

3. Results
a. Ocean and sea ice state estimates in OSEs
The Barents Sea is characterized by a polar front,
which separates relatively warm and saline Atlantic
water (T . 38C and S . 34.8 psu) inflowing through the
BSO from relatively cold and fresh Arctic water (T ,
08C and S . 34.7 psu) located in the northern part of
the sea (Årthun et al. 2012; Oziel et al. 2016; Lien et al.
2017). As originally noted by Helland-Hansen and
Nansen (1909), the position of this front is critical in
setting the Barents winter sea ice edge. We find that the
presence of a Barents Sea polar front is well reproduced by the OSE assimilation experiments (see
Fig. 2). However, the position of this front, and the
corresponding sea ice edge, is shifted along an axis
oriented in the northeast direction. As the polar front
shifts across these experiments, the relative proportion
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FIG. 3. Barents SIE climatologies computed from the OSE runs.
Climatologies are computed over 1997–2016 from NSIDC observations (black), the Control run (blue), the No CTD run (green),
the No Subsurface run (magenta), the SST Only run (cyan), the
Atmosphere Only run (red), and the Uninitialized run (dashed
gray).

of Atlantic and Arctic water masses in the Barents
Sea changes. Ahead, we consider ocean profiles computed over ‘‘Atlantic water’’ (defined as 708–758N
and 258–508E) and ‘‘Arctic water’’ (defined as 778–
818N and 258–508E) subdomains of the Barents Sea
(see Fig. 1).
We begin by evaluating the fidelity of ocean and sea
ice state estimates in the OSE assimilation experiments
in terms of their climatology (Figs. 3 and 4). The freerunning CM2.1 model (the Uninitialized run) has a
polar front located too far to the southwest (Fig. 2g)
and has climatological biases in the Barents Sea characterized by overly extensive sea ice (Fig. 3, dashed
gray curve) and ocean temperatures that are too cold
at all depths throughout the year (Figs. 4a,b,e,f).
The Arctic water subdomain is too saline, particularly
below 100-m depth (Figs. 4d,h), and the Atlantic water
subdomain has a fresh bias in the upper 100 m
(Figs. 4c,g).
We find that the temperature and SIE biases are notably improved with the inclusion of SST data in the
assimilation procedure (see the SST Only run in Figs. 3
and 4, cyan curve), whereas the water column has
been freshened relative to the free-running model
(Figs. 4c,d,g,h). These temperature and sea ice improvements primarily result from warmer temperatures
in the Atlantic water subdomain (Figs. 4a,e), whereas
the salinity degradation is largest in the Arctic water
subdomain (Figs. 4d,h). This freshening effect is possibly
associated with reduced sea ice formation and a corresponding reduction in brine rejection, as well as the
lack of a surface or subsurface salinity constraint in the
SST Only run. We find a second notable improvement in
the ocean and sea ice state estimates due to the inclusion
of subsurface ocean data (the Control run). The Control
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FIG. 4. Temperature and salinity profiles for JFM and JAS computed over 1997–2016 from World Ocean Atlas
2013 (WOA13) observations (black), the Control run (blue), the No CTD run (green), the No Subsurface run
(magenta), the SST Only run (cyan), Atmosphere Only run (red), and the Uninitialized run (dashed gray). These
profiles are computed over (a),(c),(e),(g) an Atlantic water subdomain of the Barents Sea (708–758N, 258–508E) and
(b),(d),(f),(h) an Arctic water subdomain of the Barents Sea (778–818N, 258–508E).
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run captures the observed SIE (Fig. 3, blue curve)
and Atlantic subdomain temperature climatologies
(Figs. 4a,e) with quite high fidelity, and has an improved
salinity climatology relative to the other OSE runs
(Figs. 4c,d,g,h). The temperature improvements in this
run primarily occur in the Atlantic subdomain, whereas
salinity generally shows improvements in both the Atlantic and Arctic subdomains. The improved stratification of the Control run suggests more realistic coupling
via vertical mixing between the surface and subsurface
ocean layers.
Furthermore, the No CTD run reveals that the critical
subsurface ocean contribution comes from CTD data, as
the temperature, salinity, and SIE climatologies are each
degraded when CTD data are excluded from the assimilation procedure (compare the Control run to the
No CTD run in Figs. 3 and 4). The improvements associated with CTD data occur primarily in the Atlantic
water subdomain (Figs. 4a,c,e,g, green curves). We additionally find more modest degradations in climatology
when the remaining subsurface ocean data are excluded
(the No CTD run vs the No Subsurface run). The primary degradation in this case is a freshening of the water
column in both winter and summer (Figs. 4c,d,g,h, magenta curves). A similar degradation occurs when atmospheric data are excluded, as the SST Only run has
larger salinity biases than the No Subsurface run. The
SST Only run resembles the No Subsurface run in terms
of sea ice (Fig. 3) and Atlantic water temperatures
(Figs. 4a,e), whereas the Atmosphere Only run (red
curves) has larger biases in these fields. This suggests
that SST generally provides a stronger sea ice and upper
ocean temperature constraint than surface atmospheric
temperatures. Note that despite assimilating surface
ocean temperatures, the SST Only run retains a cold bias
in the near-surface ocean. This bias may be related to the
vertical localization used in this system, which limits the
influence of a given SST observation to the upper 40 m
and may allow for biases in deeper ocean layers to influence the near-surface layers via vertical mixing.
Taken together, the results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 suggest that SST and CTD observations provide the most
critical data for constraining the ocean and sea ice climatologies in the Barents Sea, and that atmospheric
temperatures and other subsurface ocean data provide
secondary improvements.
Next, we consider the ability of this assimilation system to capture interannual variations in ocean temperatures and sea ice (Figs. 5a,b). As earlier work has
shown that subsurface temperature anomalies stored
beneath the summer thermocline provide an important source of predictability for Barents winter SIE
(Schlichtholz 2011; Bushuk et al. 2017), we consider
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FIG. 5. Ocean and sea ice interannual variability from the OSE
runs. (a) Barents Sea Atlantic water subdomain subsurface temperature anomalies (relative to the WOA climatology) averaged
between 50 and 250 m for WOA13 (black) and the OSE runs
(colors). Thick lines are 1-yr running means of the monthly data.
(b) January–March (JFM) Barents SIE from NSIDC (black) and
the OSE assimilation runs. (c) Predictions of JFM Barents SIE
initialized from the OSE runs on 1 Jul (lead 6 month). Predictions
initialized at other lead times display qualitatively similar behavior.

ocean temperatures averaged between 50- and 250-m
depth over the Atlantic water subdomain. We find that
the Control run captures both the long-term trend
and interannual variations in subsurface temperatures
with high fidelity (see Fig. 5a). Interestingly, while the
No CTD, No Subsurface, SST Only, and Atmosphere
Only runs are biased cold relative to the Control, they
exhibit similar interannual variability, suggesting that
surface data alone are sufficient to constrain the interannual variability of the Barents Sea subsurface heat
content. We return to the relative roles of surface versus
subsurface data in section 3c. Finally, we find that
the Uninitialized model ensemble mean is biased
cold, does not capture the observed interannual variability, and underestimates the magnitude of the trend.
This clearly illustrates the crucial constraints provided
by oceanic and atmospheric data assimilation, as
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incorporation of these data leads to improvements in
the system’s representation of climatology, trends, and
interannual variability.
The observed Barents winter SIE negatively covaries
with subsurface temperatures (Schlichtholz 2011; Bushuk
et al. 2017) and exhibits analogous behavior across the
OSEs. In particular, we find that 1) the Control run
matches the observed SIE trend and interannual variability with high fidelity; 2) the No CTD, No Subsurface,
SST Only, and Atmosphere Only runs each have positive SIE biases but similar interannual variability to the
Control run; and 3) the Uninitialized model ensemble
mean fails to capture the observed interannual variability and trend magnitude (Fig. 5b). Overall, we find
that the various OSEs generally display monotonic improvements in climatology and interannual variability
as additional data are incorporated in the assimilation
procedure.

b. Sea ice prediction skill
We next assess the value of these improved ICs for
seasonal predictions of sea ice in the Barents Sea. In
order for seasonal predictions to benefit from improved
ICs, the prediction model must accurately simulate the
dynamical evolution of the initial state, thereby retaining memory of the ICs. We find that, up to lead times of
11 months (the maximum length of these seasonal predictions), the SIE predictions initialized from the different OSEs retain a clear memory of their initial ocean
and sea ice states. In particular, predictions initialized
from the No CTD, No Subsurface, SST Only, and Atmosphere Only runs have positive SIE biases, whereas
the Control run predictions have a substantially reduced
bias, associated with their initialization from a state
with a warmer subsurface ocean and less extensive sea
ice (see Fig. 5c). Analogous to the state estimates in
Figs. 5a and 5b, we find that the predicted winter SIE
from the Control, No CTD, No Subsurface, SST Only,
and Atmosphere Only runs also exhibit similar interannual variability. In Fig. 6a, we consider the drift of
this system by comparing SIE climatologies from the
assimilation runs and lead-6-month predictions. In prediction mode, all OSEs exhibit some degree of drift toward the free-running model climatology; however, the
drift is relatively modest in the runs that assimilate
subsurface ocean data. For example, the OSE Control
retains roughly 80% of its difference with the Uninitialized run, indicating that the full-field initialization
used by this system is a viable prediction approach on
the seasonal time scale.
In Fig. 7, we plot the prediction skill of forecasts initialized from the OSEs for target months of January–
June for full (nondetrended) SIE time series. For all

FIG. 6. Barents JFM SIE (a) climatology and (b) trends from observations (black), the Control (blue), No CTD (green), No Subsurface (magenta), SST Only (cyan), Atmosphere Only (red), and
Uninitialized (gray) OSE runs. For the OSEs, SIE trends and climatological values are shown for both (left) the assimilation runs (DA)
and (right) lead-6-month predictions initialized the previous 1 Jul (L6).
Climatologies and trends are computed over years 1997–2016.

considered target months, we find clear improvements in
NRMSE as additional data sources are incorporated
into the assimilation procedure. In particular, there are
monotonic reductions in NRMSE (prediction skill improvements) associated with the incorporation of SST
data (cf. the Uninitialized and SST Only predictions in
Figs. 7a–f), atmospheric temperature data (cf. the SST
Only and No Subsurface predictions), CTD data (cf. the
No CTD and Control predictions), and other subsurface
ocean data (cf. the No Subsurface and No CTD predictions). The Atmosphere Only predictions are less
skillful than the SST Only predictions, again indicating
that SST provides a stronger constraint than surface
atmospheric temperatures. The Control run NRMSE
values are generally significant with respect to a reference climatological prediction, whereas the NRMSE
values of the other experiments are not. This demonstrates the large impact of model mean-state biases on
forecast skill degradation.
The ACC values, which are unaffected by mean biases, are similar between the Control and No CTD predictions and lower for the No Subsurface, SST Only, and
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FIG. 7. Sea ice prediction skill. Barents Sea SIE NRMSE and ACC values for target months January–June for predictions initialized
from the Control (blue), No CTD (green), No Subsurface (magenta), SST Only (cyan), and Atmosphere Only (red) assimilation runs and
the Uninitialized run (dashed gray). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals as estimated by bootstrapping. Triangle markers indicate months in which predictions are statistically more skillful than a climatological reference forecast. The NRMSE and ACC of the
climatological reference forecast are 1 and 0, respectively. Prediction skill is computed using years 1997–2016.
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Atmosphere Only predictions (Figs. 7g–l). The Control
and No CTD ACC values are statistically higher than
both the Uninitialized predictions and a climatological
prediction at all lead times. The lower ACC skill in the
runs that do not assimilate subsurface ocean data is
primarily related to underestimated Barents SIE trends
in these predictions (see Fig. 6b). Indeed, the linearly
detrended prediction skill plotted in Fig. 8 shows no
systematic statistical differences between these experiments, with the exception of the Atmosphere Only run,
which has lower detrended ACC and higher detrended
NRMSE values. This result indicates that SST data are
providing the crucial source of interannual variations in
predicted SIE, whereas CTD and other subsurface data
are primarily providing corrections of climatological
biases and trends, respectively. Note that this set of
OSEs (see Table 1) has shown that SST data are sufficient to provide interannual skill, but we have not shown
whether SST data are necessary. Answering this question would require a CTD Only experiment, which we
plan to explore in future work.
The linear trend in Barents SIE (see Fig. 5b) over the
OSE period likely has contributions from both radiative
forcing and internal decadal climate variability. While
all OSE runs have common radiative forcing, we recover
improved predicted trends in the runs that assimilate
subsurface ocean data, suggesting that subsurface data
provide a useful constraint on decadal ocean variations
and/or the forced response of the subsurface ocean. We
note that Yeager et al. (2015) found skillful predictions
of Atlantic sector SIE trends in decadal prediction experiments initialized based on an ice-ocean simulation
forced by surface atmospheric fields (Danabasoglu et al.
2014) but without any direct assimilation of subsurface
ocean data. This suggests that the necessary conditions
to skillfully predict Barents SIE trends are likely dependent on the model and the initialization technique.
These Barents SIE predictions are skillful on seasonal
time scales. Using ACC 5 0.5 as a threshold for practical
prediction skill, we find that the Control run is skillful at
3–7 months for detrended SIE, and beyond 11 months
for the full time series. For nearly all target months and
all OSEs, the skill of the initialized predictions exceeds
the uninitialized prediction skill, demonstrating an unambiguous benefit of assimilating observational data.
This improved skill is due to improvements in both
ocean and sea ice ICs (see Figs. 3–6), the relative importance of which is dependent on lead time. At relatively short lead times (0–3 months) persistence of initial
sea ice anomalies are a critical source of prediction skill,
whereas at longer lead times (6–9 months) when the
Barents Sea is nearly ice free, ocean ICs serve as the key
source of predictability.

7027

Predictions of the winter sea ice edge also show clear
improvements due to the incorporation of ocean data in
the assimilation procedure (Fig. 9), with particularly
notable improvements owing to the inclusion of CTD
data. While the Control run predictions generally capture the ice edge reasonably well, they fail to predict a
feature seen in recent low sea ice years in which the ice
edge retreats beyond the northern tip of Novaya Zemlya
(see Fig. 9d). This prediction error is possibly related to
the significantly higher density of CTD observations in
the western portion of the Barents Sea compared with its
eastern side. We also note that the predicted Control run
ice edge is generally located too far westward, and that
the prediction error in Fig. 9d may be related to this bias.
While SST provides the dominant source of winter
and spring interannual skill, the relative importance of
atmospheric temperatures and SST shifts in the month
of June. In June–October, the Atmosphere Only run
has higher ACC values (both nondetrended and detrended) than the SST only run (see Figs. S2 and S3 in
the supplemental material, and note that this region is
essentially ice-free in August and September). The atmospheric constraint is active at all grid points—ice
covered and open ocean—whereas SST only provides
useful information at ice-free grid points where the SST
differs from the freezing point of seawater. Therefore,
these summer season skill differences are consistent
with the atmospheric data providing a thermodynamic
constraint on sea ice thickness in ice-covered regions,
which subsequently provides improved ACC skill during
the melt season. The NRMSE skill differences between
the Atmosphere Only and SST Only runs are more
equivocal, suggesting that atmospheric temperatures
primarily improve the representation of sea ice thickness
interannual variability rather than the climatology.

c. Surface and subsurface oceanic contributions to
predictability
We have demonstrated that both SST and CTD data
make substantial positive contributions to seasonal sea
ice predictions in the Barents Sea, with SST data providing the key source of interannual variability and CTD
data primarily providing a correction to the model’s
mean-state bias. This finding provides insight into the
mechanisms underlying the observed prediction skill, as
we have shown that surface data alone are sufficient to
constrain interannual OHC anomalies (Fig. 5a) and to
skillfully predict detrended SIE anomalies (Fig. 8). This
suggests a possible ‘‘top down’’ mechanism for Barents
sea ice predictability as proposed by Schlichtholz (2011),
in which anomalous surface heat fluxes provide the key
driver of OHC anomalies and the subsurface ocean acts
as a reservoir that stores the memory of this surface
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FIG. 8. Detrended Barents SIE NRMSE and ACC values for target months January–June for predictions initialized from the Control
(blue), No CTD (green), No Subsurface (magenta), SST Only (cyan), and Atmosphere Only (red) assimilation runs and the Uninitialized
run (dashed gray). Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals as estimated by bootstrapping. Triangle markers indicate months in which
predictions are statistically more skillful than a reference forecast based on the linear trend. The NRMSE and ACC of the linear trend
reference forecast are 1 and 0, respectively. Prediction skill is computed using years 1997–2016.
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FIG. 9. Sea ice edge predictions. Predictions of the observed Barents Sea March sea ice edge (black) from the
Control (blue), No CTD (green), No Subsurface (magenta), SST Only (cyan), Atmosphere Only (red), and Uninitialized (gray) OSE runs. Predicted ice edges for lead time of 8 months are shown for years (a) 1997, (b) 2001,
(c) 2005, (d) 2007, (e) 2010, and (f) 2015. The differences in ice-edge position are qualitatively similar for other lead
times. These years are chosen to sample different characteristic sea ice states within the OSE period (see Fig. 5b).

forcing. A second plausible mechanism is the lateral
advection mechanism of Årthun et al. (2012), who found
that winter-centered annual mean Barents OHC variability was primarily driven by variations in BSO Atlantic water volume transport.
To investigate these two viable mechanisms, we consider the net SHF over the Barents Sea, which acts as a
driver of OHC anomalies in the top-down mechanism,

and damps OHC anomalies in the lateral mechanism.
We perform this analysis using the OSE Control run, as
this run has the best constraint on OHC and highest
seasonal prediction skill. Computing lagged regressions
between the detrended SHF (defined as positive downward) and detrended July OHC in the Atlantic water
subdomain, we find that positive July OHC anomalies
are associated with positive SHF anomalies the previous
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FIG. 10. Regression of the OSE Control run SHF (W m22; defined as positive downward) on Barents July OHC at different leads and lags
in months. Positive leads correspond to the SHF preceding July OHC and positive lags correspond to SHF following July OHC.

winter and negative SHF anomalies the following autumn (see Fig. 10), with the dominant contributions
coming from sensible and latent heat fluxes. This finding
supports the top-down mechanism, suggesting that
winter SHF anomalies drive OHC anomalies, which
persist beneath the seasonal thermocline through the
summer months and are released to the atmosphere the
following autumn as the mixed layer deepens. We note
that this finding is insensitive to the choice of July OHC,
since Barents OHC anomalies are persistent on interannual time scales (Fig. 5a).
Surface fluxes produced via a coupled data assimilation procedure that assimilates both atmospheric and
oceanic data can potentially be unrealistic, particularly
in the presence of systematic model biases. To check the
robustness of our findings from the OSE Control run, we
repeat the lagged regression analysis by directly using
surface fluxes from different atmospheric reanalyses and
July OHC from WOA13 observational data. Specifically, we compute lagged regressions using fluxes from
both ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis (Dee et al.
2011) and NCEP–DOE Reanalysis II (Kanamitsu et al.
2002; i.e., the reanalysis product used by ECDA for atmospheric temperature data). We find robust lagged
regression patterns across these products, which agree

with those identified in the OSE Control run (see Fig. S4
in the supplemental material). In particular, both reanalyses show that positive July OHC anomalies are associated with positive SHF anomalies the previous winter
and negative SHF anomalies the following autumn, consistent with the findings from the OSE Control run.
Next, we consider the influence of BSO ocean transport on Barents Sea OHC. We define the BSO section as
708–74.58N and 208E (see Fig. 1), which provides a flux
gate between northern mainland Norway and Bear Island, and compute eastward OHT relative to a reference
temperature of 08C and eastward ocean volume transport (OVT). Compared to the annual-mean BSO
transport estimates of Smedsrud et al. (2010) spanning
1997–2007 [OHT 49.7 TW; OVT 2.0 Sv (1 Sv [
106 m3 s21)], the free-running model (Uninitialized run)
has lower heat transport (36.7 TW) and higher volume
transport (2.6 Sv). The Control OSE run has a more
realistic OHT (49.5 TW) while retaining a similar volume transport (2.6 Sv). In Fig. 11, we plot time series of
BSO OVT and OHT anomalies from the OSEs. Comparing to the inferred BSO OHT trend of 35 TW per 37
years of Li et al. (2017), the Control run’s OHT trend is
considerably improved (26 TW per 37 years) relative to
the Uninitialized run (9 TW per 37 years). We find that
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analysis in Fig. 10 supports case 2, suggesting that winter
SHF anomalies are the driver of Barents OHC anomalies.
We additionally find that Barents SHF anomalies lead
March OHT by 3–4 months, which is also consistent with
winter SHF anomalies being the driver of OHT and OHC
anomalies. Overall, these results support the top-down
mechanism of Schlichtholz (2011) over the lateral mechanism of Årthun et al. (2012). Note that while we have
shown that SHF forcing dominates on seasonal time
scales, this does not preclude a crucial role for OVT
anomalies on longer time scales (e.g., Zhang 2015;
Tietsche et al. 2016).

4. Conclusions

FIG. 11. Time series of (a) OVT (Sv) and (b) OHT (TW)
anomalies through the BSO for the Control (blue), No CTD
(green), No Subsurface (magenta), SST Only (cyan), Atmosphere Only (red), and Uninitialized (Gray) OSE runs. The
anomalies are computed relative to the Control run. The heat
transport is computed relative to a reference temperature of 08C.
Thick lines are 1-yr running means of the monthly data.

the No Subsurface, SST Only, and Atmosphere Only
runs have declining volume transports through the BSO,
and correspondingly lack the positive OHT trend of the
OSE Control experiment. These underestimated OHT
trends in the runs that do not assimilate subsurface data
are consistent with their underestimated SIE trends (see
Fig. 6b).
We now use the OSE Control run to perform a decomposition analysis of BSO OHT. We find that BSO
OHT anomalies display a lagged relationship with July
OHC, with maximum correlation occurring when OHT
leads by 4 months (March OHT; see Fig. 12a). Decomposing the OHT anomalies into volume transport anomalies (Fig. 12c) and temperature anomalies (Fig. 12b), we
find that March temperature anomalies are the dominant
source of July OHC variations with volume transport
anomalies playing a much weaker role. These temperature anomalies could either be 1) produced upstream in
the North Atlantic and advected into the Barents Sea or
2) produced locally in the Barents Sea via SHF anomalies.
In the first case the SHF acts to damp the Barents temperature anomalies, whereas in the second case the
SHF acts to drive the temperature anomalies. Our SHF

We have performed a hierarchy of observing system
experiments (OSEs) with a coupled global data assimilation and prediction system in order to quantify the
value of various classes of oceanic and atmospheric
observations for seasonal forecasts of Barents Sea SIE.
This hierarchy consists of six data assimilation experiments, in which oceanic and atmospheric data sources
are systematically excluded during the assimilation
procedure. We have initialized retrospective seasonal
predictions spanning 1995–2016 from these assimilation
experiments to directly evaluate the impact of specific
observation types on SIE prediction skill. The sea ice
and ocean state estimates in the OSEs generally display
monotonic improvements in both climatology and interannual variability due to the assimilation of SST, atmospheric temperature, CTD, and other subsurface
ocean data, respectively. Particularly notable improvements in climatology are associated with the assimilation of CTD data, whereas SST data are found to
provide the crucial source of interannual variability for
SIE and subsurface ocean temperatures.
These improved initial conditions have a striking impact on seasonal prediction skill for Barents SIE, demonstrating the unambiguous benefits of assimilating
surface and subsurface ocean data. For target months of
January–June, we have found monotonic improvements
in NRMSE prediction skill associated with the incorporation of SST, atmospheric temperature, CTD, and
other subsurface ocean data, respectively. The most significant improvements in NRMSE are specifically associated with CTD data. We have found that ACC skill for
SIE is higher in runs that assimilate subsurface ocean
data, primarily due to a more realistic representation of
sea ice trends in these runs. Using ACC 5 0.5 as a
threshold for practical prediction skill, we found that the
Control OSE run (which includes all data types considered in this study) is skillful at 3–7 months for detrended
SIE, and beyond 11 months for the full time series. The
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FIG. 12. Lagged correlations between different decompositions of BSO OHT and July OHC from the OSE
Control run. Negative lags correspond to OHT leading July OHC and positive lags correspond to OHT lagging July
OHC. Shown are (a) full OHT, (b) OHT computed using climatological currents and time-varying temperatures
(uT), (c) OHT computed using time-varying currents and climatological temperatures (uT), and (d) OHT
anomalies associated with eddy temperature fluxes (u0 T0 ). Correlation values using full and detrended time series
are plotted in blue and red, respectively.

detrended SIE prediction skill is similar in all runs that
assimilate SST, indicating that SST data provide the
critical source of interannual variability whereas subsurface ocean data primarily provide improvements in
terms of climatology and trends. This finding is supported
by analysis of the surface heat budget, which shows that
winter SHF anomalies are the driver of Barents Sea OHC
variability on seasonal time scales.
The prediction system makes use of the relatively slow
time scales of the Barents Sea subsurface ocean to
produce skillful sea ice forecasts. Our findings suggest
that an unbiased model could achieve similar skill to the
Control run using only SST assimilation. However,
positive Barents SIE biases are common across CMIP3
(Parkinson et al. 2006) and CMIP5 models (Li et al.
2017), suggesting that subsurface ocean data assimilation would likely be broadly beneficial across other

dynamical prediction systems. For summer SIE predictions, we have found that atmospheric temperatures
provide a stronger constraint on interannual skill than
SST, suggesting a benefit to atmospheric data assimilation over ice-covered regions.
These results highlight the imperative need to sustain
existing satellite SST and in situ CTD observing networks, and also suggest that future sea ice prediction
improvements could be realized by expanding subsurface ocean observations in the Arctic, potentially via
polar Argo floats equipped with ice-avoidance technology (Riser et al. 2018). We advocate that the OSE approach employed in this study is an important paradigm
for the future advancement of polar prediction capabilities, as it simultaneously provides an assessment of
data assimilation systems, improves understanding of
the physical mechanisms impacting prediction skill, and
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provides guidance on the intelligent design of observational networks.
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